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Fair raises Earth Day awareness

ASUPS denies proposed
changes to Integrity Code
proposal is to clarify the words 'recognized capacity' and 'capacity,' which students found ambiguous in the code," she
said.
At the latest ASUPS Formal Senate on
The Student
Thursday, April
Life Committee
20, the Student
had been working
Life Committee
We'd like to see it explicitly
on its proposed
proposed two poschanges for some
sible changes to
spelled out that there's no offtime. Assistant
the Student Integcampus implementation, but
Professor of Comrity Code.
ambiguous is better than
munications and
However, when
Theater Arts
the proposal was
saying there is definitely [offJames Jasinski
put to a vote
campus implementation].
said, "We began
among the senaWe're taking what we can get.
work on the Code
tors, it did not
At least we've got a leg to
early in the spring
pass. This effecsemester. It's been
tively halted the
stand on.
the
focus of the
plan, since any
—Ryan Sweeney
last four commitproposed changes
ASUPS Senate Chair
tee meetings."
to the code must
The committee
first be passed by
proposal included
the Senate before
two changes. The
they can be forfirst involved replacing a portion of page
warded to the Board of Trustees for final
sixty of the Logger that states, "As such,
approval.
Dean of Students Kris Bartanen said the Standards of Integrity apply to all stuthe goal of the proposed changes was to dents and student groups, both on-camclarify unclear wording of the code. "The
please see Integrity, page 3
RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer
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Various environmental organizations were on hand to provide
information and promote awareness at the Earth Day fair in
the WSC on Friday, April 21. Folk singer Katya Chorover and
campus band Lyster Lower provided live music for the event.

Puget Sound student chosen as 'Miss Portland/Multnomah County 2000'
ROBERT MCCOOL

News Editor
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If you watch the Miss America Pageant next fall, there's a
chance you may recognize one of the participants. UPS freshmen Katie Harman is now one step closer to competing in the
pageant, having recently won the title of "Miss Portland/
Multnomah County 2000."
Harman was selected from a group of seven other contestants in a regional competition put on by the Miss America
Organization on Saturday,
LAST ARTICLE BY
April 15. She was
GRADUATING
awarded a $500 scholarship and will now go on to
compete for the title of "Miss Oregon" in Seaside from July 13 to 15.
If she is successful, she will then participate in the Miss
America pageant on Oct. 14.
Participants in the recent competition were judged on their
performance in five categories. These included a personal interview with the judges, followed by a series of stage events.
Contestants gave an opening presentation, then took part in
swimsuit, talent and evening gown competitions.
For her talent display, Harman performed an operatic piece
by Charles Gounod titled "Ah! Je Ve Vivre."
Each contestant also chose a platform issue to address during their Miss America campaign. Harman explained that these
are typically important social issues for which the contestants
hope to raise public awareness.
Many of the questions asked by judges during interview

sessions are centered on these issues.
"My platform issue was traumatic injury prevention," she
said, "which is basically promoting safe behavior among
America's youth."
In preparation for the pageant, Harman spent the past two
and a half months practicing in Portland with the other contestants. During this time, she became close friends with the other
young women.
Refuting common stereotypes
I had the fortunate pleaabout the competisure of competing against
tive nature of pagseven wonderful young
eants, Harman
ladies who will probably be
said,"There was no
spite, there was no
some of my best friends
jealousy, there was
throughout the rest of my
no cattiness that
life.
sometimes comes
along with these
competitions."
—Katie Harman
"I had the fortuPageant winner
nate pleasure of
competing against
seven wonderful young ladies who will probably be some of
my best friends throughout the rest of my life," she added.
Freshman Bridgid Tomaszewski, a friend of Harman's, traveled to Portland to watch her compete in the recent pageant. "I
was impressed by the younger pageant contestants, and of
course my friend's operatic performanc, which was astounding," she said.
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Freshman Katie Harman with her former
drama director Janet Mouser after being
crowned 'Miss Portland/Multnomah County.'
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The Trail

ASUPS selects Media Heads
for 2000-01 academic year
EMILY CARES
Staff Writer

INTERNATIONAL
Thai elephant kills British woman
BANGKOK—Andrea Taylor, a 23-year-old
British woman, was pronounced dead on Monday, April 24 after being trampled and gored by
a performing bull elephant at a seaside resort
show in Thailand. Witnesses reported that the
elephant turned on the handler of another elephant and then proceeded to attack the viewers
sitting in the front row.
Both the victim's father and sister also received
injuries as they tried to rescue her.
"Her father suffered a broken leg and her sister suffered abdominal injuries and is being
treated in intensive care," said a hospital spokesman.
There are reports that the owner of the private
resort has been charged with recklessness leading to death and injury, but a Pattaya tourist police spokesman
would only
confirm that officers were investigating the
case.

NATIONAL
Vermont approves gay union bill
MONTPELIER, Vt—Vermont became the first
state to allow gay couples to enjoy almost all of
the rights and benefits of marriage. Lawmakers
gave the final approval to legislation on Tuesday, April 25.
The bill, which will take effect July 1; will allow couples- to receive marriage licenses from
their town clerks. They will then need to have
their unions certified by a justice of the peace,
judge or member of the clergy. Family Court will
handle any breakups, which will be called dissolutions.
"May we be the last generation of gay and lesbian Vermonters who have formed our committed relationships without the possibility of a law
that grants us our rights, benefits and responsibilities," said Representative William Lippert, the
only openly gay
member of the
Legislature.

Seven children
wounded in
zoo shootings
WASHINGEx-Argentine
TON- The Naofficers detional Zoo in
tained
Washington DC
BUENOS
was closed
AIRES—Two
Tuesday, April
more former
25 after seven
military officchildren, ages
ers were de11 to 16, were
tained by police
wounded in a
on Tuesday,
5' gun battle beApril 25 as part
tween two
of an investigagroups of youth
tion into the disUkrainians mourn 1986 Chernobyl victims,
on Monday.
appearance of
spurred by a new UN report on the disaster.
The incident
thirty political
occurred
during
a
daylong
Arican-American
celprisoners under the past dictatorship.
ebration at the zoo.
Three officers had been arrested a day earlier,
The civil rights group National Association for
making for a total of five former military officthe Advancement of Colored People, NAACP,
ers.
has offered a $25,000 reward for information
A government report discovered that at least
leading to the arrest and conviction of the attacker
nine thousand people had either died or disappeared during a crackdown on leftist opponents or attackers. NAACP president Kweisi Mfume
said, "This spate of random violence and the esundet the former dictatorship-era.
However, human rights groups say the figure calation of it really has gone beyond all
discernable boundaries ... We're hoping that this
could be as high as thirty thousand.
small effort will help local law enforcement in
apprehending the person or persons."
Future to see worst effects of Chernobyl
GENEVA—A new assessment of the 1986
Supreme Court considers states' right to proChernobyl nuclear meltdown released Tuesday,
April 25 by the United Nations claims the worst hibit 'Partial Birth Abortions'
WASHINGTON- A number of U.S. Supreme
health consequences for many people may be yet
Court justices questioned the states right to proto come.
UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan said, "more hibit 'partial birth abortions,' a surgical abortion
procedure, without allowing exceptions for a
than seven million of our fellow human beings
pregnant woman's health. The 'partial birth abordo not have the luxury of forgetting. They are
tion' procedure involves partially extracting the
still suffering everyday as a result of what hapfetus through the birth canal, legs first, then cutpened."
ting the skull and draining its contents.
He also added that, "Not until 2016, at the earA decision in the case is expected by the end
liest, will it be known the full number of those
likely to develop serious medical conditions" be- of June and could greatly impact the states This
will be the first decision made on abortion rights
cause of delayed reactions to radiation exposure.
by the Supreme Court since 1992.
Three people were killed in the explosion and
28 emergency workers died within the first three
months. Another 106 emergency workers were
News Around the Globe
diagnosed with acute radiation syndrome, and a
is compiled weekly
total of 600,000 emergency workers must be conby
Nichole Ashworth
stantly monitored for signs of effects.
Sources: Associated Press, Reuters,
BBC News

sible for selecting the Media Heads. The
board consists of ASUPS Vice President
Erin Smith, Senator Jennifer Tillett, two
With the end of the school year comes students-at-large, the former Media
Heads, and faculty advisors.
the turning over of numerous ASUPS
Smith noted that, "No media heads
positions. Last week, ASUPS announced
vote, but rather they're there to offer
the Media- Heads
guidance."
for the 2000-2001
Senator Tillett
academic year.
described the two
The new Media
main components
Heads include Bill
of the application
Parker as Editorproces.
in-Chief of The
"Applicants [reTrail, Elie Wasser
lease] their tranas Managing Ediscript so we can
tor of Photo SerPhoto Services
check their grades,
vices, Laura
Managing Editor
then there is a reHeywood as ManElie Wasser
sume and cover
aging Director of
letter...and an inKUPS, Liz Cohn
KUPS
terview with the
as Editor-in-Chief
Managing Director:
Board," she said.
of CrossCurrents,
Laura Heywood
All of the apand Michael "Mo"
pointees have exOjala and Katie De
Cross Currents
perience in their
Vore as ASUPS
Editor-in-Chief
departments. De
Webmasters.
Liz Cohen
Vore, for example,
The
media
is returning for a
groups are all
asups.ups.edu
second year as
sponsored ASUPS
ASUPS Webmasters
Webmaster. She
clubs and therefore
Michael "Mo" Ojala
and Ojala look forwork together to a
Katie De Vore
ward to possibly
varying degree.
making the switch
The Webmasters,
from the Lynux
for example, are
server that UPS
responsible for
currently uses to
maintaining all
ASUPS web pages, with the exception the more maneuverable Windows server.
De Vore said of Ojala, "I think he will
of the ASUPS government page that is
be good for helping out with people,
run by Honor Court Chair John Tulloch.
The ASUPS Media Board was respon- rather than design which is my strength."

New ASUPS

Media Heads

Midnight Breakfast
PICK UP YOUR
FREE TICKETS AT THE
INFORMATION CENTER

Saturdet,

2.9th

11:01prn 1:00am MarihaBH cilth

Need a Freak from Finals?
'Net-work goo* for t-ne masses"
HEAD TO HEAD COMPUTER GAMING
HOURS:
MONDAY-THURSDAY 10AM1OPM FRIDAY-SATURDAY 10AM-12AM CLOSED SUNDAY
2503 6TH AVE TACOMA, WA 98406
(253) 274-0938
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Get two hours for the price of one
during reading period and finals!!!

PLAY GAMES LIKE STARCRAFT, STARFLEET COMMAND, AGE OF EMPIRES IL AND MANY MORE
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NEWS
Library disposal techniques cause concern with environmentalists
DOUG HERSTAD
KRZYSZTOF KOSM1CFD

Staff Writers
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Due to the upcomin g
renovation of Collins Memortal Library, librar y staff
have been forced to dispose
of a large amount of old furniture and books that are no
longer needed.
Many of these books are
being given away for free on
a daily basis, while chairs
and couches are also being
sold to interested parties.
However, numerous
bound volumes are simpl y
being thrown awa y . A
dumpster on the AndersonLangdon side of the library
attests to the large volume of E.
materials being put in the
trash. This is cause for conA student library employee throws out bound periodicals that are no
cern for some environmenlonger needed. Library administrators claim that throwing away the
tally-minded students.
materials, rather than recycling them, is the most cost effective option.
Earth Activists member
Melissa Nugent said, "I
think that the administration should look indeces, not books and periodicals.
and enlist student volunteers to help with
into other viable options before decidShe added that, "Unfortunately, in this the recycling process.
ing to throw [the books
case rec ycling was
"I know alot of people who would be
and magazines] away."
cost prohibitive" due willing to help find an option or help conUnfortunately, in this
When Library Dito the large amount of tact the count y to come pick them up,"
case recycling was
rector
Maril y n
materials to be dis- she said.
Mitchell was asked
posed of. In order forIn response to Nugent's assertion that
cost prohibitive...
about the librar y 's dethe
volumes to be re- students could have been enlisted to help
—Marilyn Mitchell
cision to simply throw
c y cled, each would with the rec ycling process, Mitchell said
Library Director have needed its cover that "Yes, in the bi gger picture, it mi ght
these printed materials
away, she said that the
to have been stripped, have been better, but you look at what
library rec ycles "the majority of news- a process that Mitchel said would have you can realisticall y do."
papers, books, and periodicals."
created extensive labor costs.
She added, "The best thin g is to reMitchell claimed that most of the
Nugent suggested that the librar y cycle, but the next best thing is to put
items bein g thrown awa y are onl y could alert the campus to the situation your trash in a landfill."
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Integrity

continued from front page

pus and off-campus, who are en gaged in activities sponsored
by the university or by a university organization, or who represent the university in some recognized capacit y."
This was to be replaced with, "The Standards of Inte grity as
embodied in the Integrity Code apply to all students enrolled
at the Universit y of Puget Sound, both on universit y property
or in the nei ghboring community, and to all student activities
sponsored by the university or by any registered university
organization on universit y property or elsewhere, or in vehicles
owned or leased b y the university."
The second proposed chan ge was the section on pa ge 64
stating, "While conduct probation allows the student to continue attending classes and living in university residences, he
or she may not represent the universit y in any capacity (for
example, in performing musical or dramatic groups, or in intercollegiate sports competition) or run for or hold elected office in an y student group or organization during the probationary period."
This portion was planned to be replaced with, "While conduct probation allows the student to continue attending classes
and livin g in university residences, he or she ma y not represent the university in an y cocurricular or extracurricular activities (for example, in performin g musical or dramatic groups,
forensics, intercolle giate sports competition) or run for or hold
office in an y student group or organization durin g the probationary period."
Before senators voted on the proposed changes, the y were
able to ask questions of Bartanen and Jasinski, who were representing the Student Life Committee at the meetin g . One term
that appeared to concern the senators was the phrase "neighboring community." Many felt that this term could be used
loosely to the disadvantage of the student population.
Some senators also questioned the fact that only certain portions of the code would be revised rather than the whole document. Senate Chair Ryan Sweeney believes that the committee only focused on the "hot" issues, rather than the entire code.
Sweeney says he would have liked the proposal to state that
the code would not be applied off-campus, rather than maintaining the current ambiguous terminology. "We'd like to see
it explicitly spelled out that there's no off-campus implementation, but, ambiguous is better than sa ying there is definitel y
[off-campus implementation]," he said. "We're taking what
we can get. At least we've got a le g to stand on."

OPEN FORUMS
& CAMPUS EVENTS

Walk from TIPS.
Across from Simmons' Laundry

N. 6th and "it"
ED

HOMEMADE
FOOD & SOUPS
TRY OUR FAMOUS...
1/2" BURGER FRIES 33. 50
TACO TUESDAYS g THURSDAYS
2 HARD 31.5° / 2 Son' 52. 00

EIDC SATURDAY
(DON'S DYNAMITE (1410
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IT'S A BLAST!
FREE POOL MONDAYS!
BXG, SCREEN TV

POOL (2) • FOOSBAU. (2)
PINBALL • VIDEO GAMES (3)
GOLDEN TEE '99
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APRIL 18- APRIL 24
APRIL 19

6:00 a.m.—Security discovered a door in McInt yre
Hall that appeared to have been tampered with. Several of the hinge pins had been pushed up as though
someone was trying to remove them. No access to
the room was gained.
APRIL 21

9:00 p.m.—Security assisted the Tacoma Police Department in responding to a complaint about a fraternity from two citizens. The citizens reported passing
by the house in their vehicle and believe they were
shot at with a BB or pellet gun. There was dama ge
done to the vehicle and the y reported witnessin g
someone standing in the fraternity window with a
device that could have been a gun. The incident is
currentl y under investigation.

Please contact Security if you have information
about the incidents described above. Also, the
most recent bomb threat directed at Jones Hall
is available on tape for review in the Security
Office. Please contact Security if you wish to
review the tape.

Religious Organizations Council Dessert will be held in the Rasmussen
Rotunda at 7:00 p.m. on Thursda y, April 27. Come celebrate the end of the
year and hear about six weeks of presentation and sharing. All are welcome to attend.
Kappa Alpha Theta Blood Drive will take place on Thursday, April 27
from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. and on Friday, April 28 from 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. in WSC 101. If you would like to donate, there will be si gn-up
tables in the WSC. Cookies and juice will be provided afterwards to those
who donate blood.
Kappa Alpha Theta's Annual Twister Tournament will take place on
Saturday, April 29 from 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Todd Field. The cost is
$2 and all proceeds will benefit Court Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA). If there is rain, the event will be held in the Fieldhouse. There
will be prizes for winners of the competition. Si gn up Friday in the WSC
or just show up.
Another Midnight Breakfast will be held on Saturday, April 29 from
11:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in Marshall Hall. Tickets are re quired and they can
be obtained for free at the Information Center. For more information, contact Laura in Student Activities at x3322.
The A.O. Burmeister Persuasive Speaking Contest will take place on
Tuesday, May 2. The speech must be of ori ginal work and persuasive in
nature and no longer than ten minutes. Scholarships will be awarded to the
top three speakers. Enter b y Friday, April 28. For more information, please
contact Glenn at x3272.
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The Trail .

Grad offers gift to UPS 84 Rig nil e 8 Pain PRO/16W

got a jarring realization: "I'm in this big,
scary, dark, rainy, adult place, and I can
barely see five feet in front of me." As
This being my last article for The Trail, we all know, not all of college is roses
I thought, "How could I give a little and clovers.
something back to the UPS community?"
Warren Zevon, "Werewolves of
My goal was to encompass my four years London"—In many ways, for me this
here, and maybe even strike a few chords
masterpiece was the soundtrack to A/L
with your experience in this rainy won- in '96. Weird and hilarious, it features
derland. It's my summer mix tape to all the immortal line: "He's a hairy-handed
of you on campus, full of the good and gent who ran amok in Kent."
bad memories, in our favorite universal
Sublime, "What I Got"—This one
language of music. I hope you enjoy it.
ranks right up there with "No Woman
Bob Marley, "No Woman No No Cry" for good-weather party anCry"—Walk across campus on a sunny
thems. Bad weather too, for that matter.
day, and what is the one song you'll hear
K's Choice, "Believe"—If not for
blasting out of every open window? Not KUPS, I may never have heard this song.
only is Marley's live
If not for my stint as a
masterpiece one of
LAST ARTICLE BY DJ, I may never have
those happy-to-beGRA DL1A T I NG
played it several million
alive grooves we're
times. It's pure, undeniSEN I OR
so fond of here, it's
able college radio bliss.
become the unofficial soundtrack to
Campus Music Network, Sixth
soaking up the long-awaited April sun.
Sense—I included the CD as a whole,
John Cruz, "Island Style"—I because it flows so well through all the
won't forget sitting on the rock-hard
eclectic creativity of campus bands. Supbleachers in the Fieldhouse during port your local minstrels—this disc is the
sophomore year, waiting for the Lu'au
real deal for UPS' unsung musical heto start, listening to this incredible, reroes.
laxing, mellow tune and thinking how
Ani DiFranco, "32 Flavors"—
great it must be to grow up in Hawaii.
Well, she didn't sing it at the concert.
TLC. "No Scrubs"—This song We wanted her to, and I'm sure she had
will forever remind me of whiling away her reasons. But she could have, and she
the hours in the SUB dishroom, getting didn't, and that's why she remained "just
a little bounce in my tired knees when I beyond my peripheral vision."
heard those opening chords. Besides that,
Celine Dion, "My Heart Will Go
it's one of the supreme singles of the
On"—The "Titanic" phenomenon will
'90s. I dedicate it to all the hard workers
always coincide with my college years.
involved in student employment.
Coincidence? Well, yes. But Dion's
Carter Burwell, "Fargo, North
chest-thumping, show-stopping torch
Dakota" (Soundtrack to "Fargo")—If song surely inspired me through those
you've seen the movie, it's an opening
sophomore chemistry labs and all the
image that sticks in your mind—only the
overcast dreariness.
path of a car's headlights is visible as it
Would I have encountered these songs
speeds across the snowy plains of North
anyway? Most of them, yes. But every
Dakota. Couple that with an intense,
time I hear them, it will conjure up imcreepy string ensemble playing along and ages of a red brick Lego castle, shrouded
one impressionable, timid freshman in in the freezing mist, in a tough-love, inthe campus films audience, and you've
dustrial land called Tacoma.
MIKE TIEMANN

Assistant A&E Editor

• Local clubs offer alternative to big names
includes free newspapers like The Rocket and
BAM (Bay Area Music), basically gives you access to the two biggest local music magazines on
It's summer, and once again there's a wide vathe West Coast. There are club directories for Seriety of big-time concerts headed to the Seattleattle, Portland, Tacoma and Olympia. Also, you'll
Tacoma area. But how many of us can afford to
find directories for all kinds of other clubs like
see Beck for $40 at the Mercer Arena this Friday
D.J. dance clubs, performance art clubs, and venor Nine Inch Nails at the Gorge in June for $50?
ues where you can watch bands play dive on raLuckily, Seattle is a musical city and the compedio shows like the End's "The Young & the Resttition for audiences is fierce.
less," which is broadcast live every Sunday night
For the cost of a single Nine Inch Nails show
from 9:00 to 11:00 p.m.
you could see seven or eight
Last but not least, when you
Dolour shows at the Paradox.
can't find a copy of The
There are a lot of cool clubs in
Stranger lying around campus,
Sea -Tac H of Spots thestranger.com is an excellent
the University district, on Capitol Hill and in downtown Seresource on the local Seattle/
THE BREAKROOM
attle. There are also good spots
Tacoma club scene. The only
1325 E. MADISON. SEATTLE
in Tacoma, like The Shoboat.
problem with the Stranger is its
CROCODILE CAFt
These shows may seem
self-righteous and snide com2200 2ND AVE.. SEATTLE
scarce and hard to find, but evGRACELAND
mentary. Worth checking is the
109 EASTLAKE. SEATTLE
ery weekend there are cool
`All Ages Action' section,
PARAMOUNT
bands at cool clubs somewhere
which
has a comprehensive list
91 I PINE. SEATTLE
in Seattle or Tacoma. There are
of local shows for those of us
THE SHOBOAT
lots of resources on the Inter5037 N. PEARL. TACOMA
who have the audacity to be
S under
SHOWBOX
net. And if you know where to
twenty-one.
1426 I ST, SEATTLE
look, you won't have to wait
Gigmania is a world-wide
SIT'N'SPIN
around to see a good show.
web site that devotes itself to
2219 4TH, SEATTLE
One of the first web sites I
promoting the local music
TRACTOR TAVERN
stumbled on while looking for
scenes of major cities. Though
5213 BALLARD NW. SEATTLE
a
concerts was ForceWeb.
not as extensive as ForceWeb;
Mainly dealing with punk,
Gigmania provides a good list
hardcore, and hard rock shows,
of shows in Seattle happening
ForceWeb has good listings of major and not-soin the next month. You can visit the web sites of
major shows in the Puget Sound for the next four
bands coming to the Seattle area, listen to mp3s,
months. It tells all the bands at each venue, the
and buy their albums. Once again, you can visit
cover charge, and, of course, whether or not it is
their site by simply adding a ".com" to their name.
an all ages show.
This list of resources is by no means compreMost of the shows listed are no more than $10,
hensive, but it should give you a good start. Supand there are reviews of the bands from people
porting local clubs is a much more rewarding exwho have visited the site. The site also has all
perience than seeing a rock band at a huge arena.
sorts of information on venues such as the CrocoWhen you can make eye contact, heckle and get
dile Café and the Breakroom. You can visit
beat up by the band you came to see, you feel
ForceWeb at http://www.forceweb.com .
like you've gotten to know that band intimately.
Another club info goldmine I discovered was
That's just something you just can't get at an
http://www.musicuniverse.com . This site, which N' SYNC show at the Tacoma Dome.
SHERRARD EWING

Staff Writer

COUNSELING HEALTH AND WELLNESS SERVICES

www.stevenklein.com

r

WANT A JOB?
LIKE TO WORK WfIll
FUN PEOPLE?

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS:

THE TRAIL IS IN THE

Most Puget Sound students (65%) have 4 or
fewer drinks* when they choose to drink.

76%= the percentage of students
who did not drive after drinking

3.6 = the average number of drinks*
consumed per week
Numbers Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Wellness Services (1998)
* 1 drink = one 12 oz beer, 4-5 oz wine, 1.5 oz hard liquor

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
5244915

The stet en Klein Compm

PROCESS OF HIRING FOR Aft
POSITIONS FOR NEXT YEAR.
IF INTERESTED CONTACT
BILL PARKER AT X4570 OR
WPARKER@UPS.EDU

THE TRAIL
IS PACKING UP FOR
THE SEMESTER!
WE THANK YOU FOR ALL
OF YOUR SUPPORT AND
CONTINUAL INPUT.
GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS,
HAVE A FUN, SAFE SUMMER AND ALL THE BEST
FOR NEXT YEAR.
.-...
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'Force Commander' commands little respect
units and such on the planet, you instead have them
brought down from the main ship orbiting the planet.
This effectively means that in order to recruit or build
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away LucasArts
things, you have to find a place where a drop-ship can
made great games like "Jedi Knight" and "Curse of Monland. While the designers provided places for you to do
key Island" and the garners were happy. But now, the
this, other than the immediate area of your base, those
evil galactic empire of mediocrity has taken over the onceplaces are very small and limited. This restriction is very
great company, and there is a pall of sadness whenever
bothersome when you are trying to recruit units to help
one of their games comes out. "Force Commander," the
in a battle currently going on.
most recent release for the PC from LucasArts, is a perA nice touch to the game is the new music they have
fect example of this mediocrity. While there is a great
added. Included are some interesting takes on the clasidea behind it, "Force Commander" falls short of its goals
sic "Star Wars" music. There is a version of the "Impeand is simply an unworthwhile purchase.
rial March" that my housemates get a kick out of. HowThe idea behind Force Commander is an interesting
ever, since you can easone. You play an Imperial General who completes a seily get an mp3 version
ries of missions for the Empire. The game's beginning
of this music from the
happens at the same time as the beginning of the first
LucasArts website, it
"Star Wars" release, "A New Hope," and is supposed to
isn't really worth buyfollow the path of the "Star Wars" movies. The game
ing the game for it.
promises to allow fans to recruit all sorts of cool units
Overall, this game is
An Imperial Walker seeks its next target while cruising
(vehicles or troops) and robots with which to fight the
fun for an hour, maybe
Title:
the desert in LucasArts' release, "Force Commander."
Rebellion forces, or to take part in the epic battles that
two, but then gets very
Force Commander
we saw in the movies. Unfortunately, the game fails to
old. It has no lasting
deliver on most of these promises. camera just to select a unit.
power, and is dragged down
**
"Force Commander" takes a unique approach to the realAnother annoyance is the lack of unit diversity. While there
by many major annoyances
(out
of 4 stars)
time strategy genre in that it has a fully 3D environment. This are about eighteen units per side, many of them are very similike the camera angles and re3D environment uses a floating camera for you to play with lar. And for those that are similar, it's usually the case that
Platform:
cruiting problems.While
while battling the Rebellion. While this camera
only one is really useful, and it isn't always the cheapthere are a few good things
PC
could be a pretty cool feature, it instead just gets in
Game est. Had they included a few more unique units, I
boosting the game's playabilPrice: $37.99
the way and is generally annoying. The camera has
think it would have greatly improved this game.
ity factor, they are not enough
scripted sequences in which it will suddenly move
Another shortcoming of the game is that there
to bring it out of mediocrity
on its own, and will usually adjust itself to a cornaren't enough upgrades or unique options that you
or to make it worth playing
pletely useless angle.
can gain throughout the game by getting to certain buildings.
for any extraordinary length of time.
Commanding large armies from ground level is not particu- This is usually an integral part of real-time strategy games,
As with the majority of entertainment coming from
larly easy, even less so when units end up hiding behind each and the fact that it is missing here is a very obvious flaw.
Skywalker Ranch these days, this game has such great possiother so you cannot select them. Also, in the thick of battle, it
"Force Commander" has a rather unique building and rebilities. The problem is that, much like "Episode One," "Force
becomes increasingly annoying to rotate and maneuver the cruiting method. Rather than building or recruiting buildings,
Commander" completely fails to deliver them.
T. CARL KWOH

Staff Writer
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'Onegin' artistically portrays tragic love in Russia
Onegin and Liv Tyler as Tatyana.
Fiennes has often played this type
of old-fashioned romantic, and once
again he convincingly and
devastatingly conveys every emotion. The real surprise is Tyler, who,
until now, has subsisted on menial
parts that never quite seemed to fit
her or bring out any kind of real talent. In this film, she hits all the right
notes, becoming a character the audience can truly believe.
One of her most triumphant moments is when she grapples with her
love for Onegin, and writes to him
with seemingly unbridled desperation and heartache. The talent and
adaptability of the two make for an
interesting and convincing interplay,
full of intangible intensity that is necessary for the success of the relationship between Onegin and Tatyana.
This film is a surprising first directing attempt by the sister of Ralph
and Joseph Fiennes, Martha
Fiennes— surprising because of the
originality she already portrays. Although it does lack in some areas, such
as its lethargic pace, she offers up a new
and unique approach to artistry in the
film, as well as the chemistry she allows
to brew between the actors.
You probably cannot find this film in
mainstream theatres. In the Tacoma area,
it is currently only playing in The Grand
Theatre. It is definitely not for everyone, but if you have a liking for old-fashioned dramas, and are looking for one
with an intangible flair, this may be a

members.spree .com/sip 1 /videono 1 /onegin/forest jpg

obstacle over time. Tatyana, overcome
with a newfound love for Onegin, expresses her feelings in a letter, only to be
Russia always seems to evoke a feel- coldly and halfheartedly rebuffed by
4;
ing of coldness. One may also think of Onegin. Shortly thereafter, Onegin
sorrow associated with the country, a threatens the honor of Lensky's fiancée,
cold misery spread throughout a vast Olga, and Vladimir calls him to a duel.
expanse of land. However harsh an idea
Six years later, the scene is moved to
this may be, the new film "Onegin," St. Petersburg, where Onegin returns to
based upon a 19th century Russian pothe throngs of wealthy aristocrats to find
E* etic novel by Alexander Pushkin, utilizes
that Tatyana is married to Prince Nikitin
excellent artistry to exemplify this im(Martin Donovan). Aware of his mistakes
age. The movie also plays a fiery, deeply- in the country years ago, Onegin begins
burning love story against a backdrop of to long for Tatyana. No longer the proud
misery, boredom, and the reality of life.
and unfeeling man of his former days,
The film centers on the story of he pursues her as a broken and desperate
Yevgeny Onegin (Ralph Fiennes), and man, lonely on the streets of Russia.
lb
what happens when the boredom of his
"Onegin" is a tale of unrequited love,
life causes him to change it. A highly aryearning and the mistakes one makes in
rogant upper-class gentleman, he is
life. However, all these driving themes
pulled away from his uninspiring life in are presented somewhat subtly in this
St. Petersburg (during the Empire Period) slow-moving, tranquil and artistically
to tend to a sick relative in the country.
filmed period piece.
He arrives too late to tend to his ill relaFor some, the presentation may be
tive, but does manage to draw in a hefty considered boring, yet the art and underinheritance and capture the eye
stated drama can, for others, bring
vie
of the neighbors, namely the
a cold intensity to the film. Its
sisters Olga (Lena Headey) and Review
shorter length helps to keep it inTatyana (Liv Tyler) Larin. He also be- teresting, and most of the drama is saved
friends a young aspiring poet and Olga's for the end after a longer and somewhat
I
fiancée, Vladimir Lensky (Toby uncertain precursor in the beginning.
Stephens), and decides to reside in the While the artistic cinematography decountry for an indefinite length of time.
lights the eye, the story helps draw the
Onegin definitively takes his place in mind in because, while slow, it contains
the Larin and Lensky circle, and even
very little predictability.
catches the eye of young Tatyana. Yet the
One thing that becomes immediately
tension between his pompous and self- apparent in the film is the deep-rooted,
righteous urban ways and Lensky's pro- passionate emotion portrayed by the two
vincial mentality becomes an inescapable main characters, Ralph Fiennes as
EMILY STOLTZ

Staff Writer

.

rewarding film to view. Its unconventionality makes it as endearing as its excellent acting and its extraordinarily artistic presentation. Also, the tragedy of the
story is realistic and conveyed in a deeply
personal fashion.
End Result: A period piece that lacks
in crowd-pleasing action, but excels in
artistry and intense acting
RATING:
**AIL

Ralph
Fiennes
plays the
remorseful
title character
in "Onegin,"
now playing
at the Grand
Cinema.
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'Heart' betrays early promise
LIZ BALL
Guest Writer
Have you ever felt like you started
something, were doing really well, and
all of a sudden lost concentration, and
couldn't do it anymore? Unfortunately,
that is the feeling that comes out of reading Billie Letts's novel Where the Heart
Is. The characters are good, the writing
is fine, but somewhere after the first few
chapters, the focus of the novel gets lost,
and we are left with a feeling that this could have
been a great book.
The beginning of the
novel is, without a doubt, the best part.
Novalee Nation is seventeen years old,
seven months pregnant, and is driving to
California with her boyfriend when he
abandons her in a Wal-Mart with $7.77
to her name.
Novalee secretly camps out in the WalMart for two months (a kind of grownup version of the childhood classic From
the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler), but after her baby is born,
she must move out into real life.
This part of the story shows promise.
The idea is original and relatively funny;
the writing here is smart and fairly tight
prose. Even the premise of a girl finding
her niche in a small town presents opportunities; it's just that the details could
have been handled better.

It isn't until later on in the novel, after
Novalee has established a place for herself, that Letts begins to encounter some
problems. The first twinge of uncertainty
on the reader's part comes when Novalee
has dinner at the home of a local man,
who is obviously in love with her. The
way the scene is written is entirely too
grand and romantic, and this is the first
time in the novel that predictability begins to set in. Just a little bit of smart
humor or originality could have saved
this scene, but somehow it
ends up being too sugary.
The feeling the reader takes
away after reading this book is
that Letts began with a good, usable idea
and a set of characters, and then, somewhere in the middle, panicked and began to make blind stabs at plot twists
when plot twists weren't really necessary.
Despite the unnecessary plot worries,
what Letts ends up with is a fairly good
novel which has points of real quality,
showing that the entire story could have
(and perhaps should have) been great.
That is what is frustrating about—and
at times, what is the saving grace of—
this novel; there are just enough great
moments to make it worth reading. The
variety of characters (Novalee's best
friend and a young Native American boy
she gets to know, in particular) makes
for some poignant spots and a real sense
of the setting. Letts's treatment of
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IN BRIEF'
Senior Art Show brings UPS
student expression to the fore
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Novalee's time in the Wal-Mart and the
development of her best friend show
what the entire novel could have been
like.
On April 28, Twentieth Century Fox
is releasing the movie version of Where
the Heart Is, with Natalie Portman as
Novalee. Although this is rarely the case,
the movie looks as if it might be better
than the book, because some of the feeling of disorganization might be less obvious without the fine details of word use
to worry about.

RATING
**A

Twelve senior art majors will be featured in this year's Senior Art Show, which will be on exhibit in Kittredge Gallery
through May 14. The student artists will display work from a
wide variety of media, from painting and drawing to sculpture and ceramics.
The exhibition will give the community a direct opportunity
to view students' work Senior artist Alexa Vanselow said,
"It's a good way to see what students are doing outside of
class. Even other art majors don't always see thpt."
The Senior Art Show, which is effectively a culmination of
the artists' four years at UPS, will be the first public, independent exhibition for many of them. Vanselow said, "[The
artists] learn how to design a cohesive body of work for a
show, how to present that work, how to work with a graphic
designer—all of these experiences—in presenting a show."
The show will offer insight into the hard work and creativity of UPS artists. It will be free, and Kittredge Gallery will be
open from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Mondays through Fridays, and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Sundays.

Theta to twist bodies for charity
Kappa Alpha Theta will hold their annual Twister Tournament on April 29, 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m at Todd Field.
Contestants will compete for prizes such as gift certificates.
The games can last up to twenty minutes, and there will be
regular as well as "messy" boards, complete with chocolate
syrup and whipped cream. The cost is $2, and all proceeds
will go directly to CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates).

'Holy Dogs' stirs things up
JOSH EPSTEIN
Staff Writer
Following their popular debut, the band Stir
has released its highly accomplished second
album, Holy Dogs. Blending superb
songwriting and consistent, solid rock, Stir's
accomplished second release should augment
their popularity considerably.
According to the band's website, the three
members of Stir came together at the University of Missouri at Columbia and, after an
impressive performance at the 1995 South by
Southwest Festival in Austin, were signed to
produce their self-titled debut album on a
$20,000 budget. Nevertheless, their album
proved successful enough to become 1997's
seventh most played rock album. Stir was
eventually signed by Capitol to put out a second album, produced by
Howard Benson, whose production credits also include
Zebrahead and P.O.D.
Holy Dogs opens with a
roar; the opening song,
"Superstation," is a straightforward and stellar rock song, and although some of the guitar
solos sound a bit dated, the song propels forward with terrific vigor.
With "Climbing Walls," a melodic, and
lively second track, Stir demonstrates the intimacy and personality of a talented and unpretentious trio. Lead vocalist and guitarist
Andrew Schmidt puts forth a passionate, professional, and star-worthy performance.
"Velvet Elvis" opens with African torntoms, and despite slightly too close a resemblance to Peter Gabriel, is an effective, if overlong, track. Schmidt's excellent vocals and
strong songwriting drive the song well.
Bassist Kevin Gagnepain claims that one of
the album's chief purposes was that they "just

wanted to be better songwriters." And it seems
this is the album's strongest attribute. "New
Beginning" is a typically fine track, direct,
catchy, and artistic. Its successor, "Only a
Dream," is a mature and composed song featuring an appealing, well-harmonized chorus.
The spacey, nebulous "Spaceman" doesn't
rock nearly as strongly as do the album's most
effective tracks. The trio sometimes struggles
to overcome the Peter Gabriel resemblance
that I mentioned earlier, as well as some solo
performances that sound a bit antiquated. Nevertheless, the songs are extremely well-written and the album very well-produced. Their
vocals are highly superior, and•n general their
songs are impressively intricate and engaging.
The raw vocals of "Stop Killing Me" make
for a very dynamic track, but "Help" is a bit
bland and indistinctive. "Grounded" echoes
that faint, yet somehow obnoxious,
British rock sound. Odd, I guess, for
a band hailing from Missouri. Nevertheless, it's still compassionate and
musical enough to be effective.
Surviving the mediocre "Moon,"
the trio comes to life again with the final two
tracks: the subdued, folksy, and potently wellwritten "Clear," and the final, title track, with
its thriving and stirring rock beat. Stir closes
an excellent album with a clean, strong finish.
Among other things, Holy Dogs demonstrates the importance of good songwritingand just how far good material can take a
group. Which isn't to say that Stir's performances aren't admirable too; Schmidt's tuneful, passionate vocals, Gangnepain's strong
bass lines, and Brad Booker's balanced drum
work all complement the excellent material
quite well.
Given more efforts like this one, don't be
shocked if you see Stir come more to the forefront of alternative rock music.

University String Orchestra
April 28, 7:20 p.m.
Conceit Hal
Free

University Band and Wind Ensemble
May 2, 7:20 p.m.
Concert Nall
Free

lour lands, Two-Piano Recital
Tanya Stambuk and Sonia Leong, piano
April 29, 7:20 p.m.
Concert Nall
08 general, free to UPS students

Student Recitals
Darren Sagawa, violin
April 29, 2:00 p.m.
Anne Campbell and Jamie Schwartz, voice
April 20, 2:00 p.m.
Conceit Nall
Free

Broadway Center presents
11.11.1 Pinafore"
April 29, 7:20 p.m.
Pantages Theater
$20-052

Sleater•Kinney
CD Release
April 29, WO p.m.
Metropolis, Olympia
$6

U of W World Dance Satin presents
Mark Morris Dance Croup
April 27-29, WO p.m.
Many Theatre, U of W

Seattle Baroque presents
Festiva Cantatas of IS. Bach
featuring Cyndia Sieden, soprano
April 29, W0 p.m.
Benaroya Nall
022 general, $14 student
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Vinx to finish Spring Weekend
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
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What do a world-class triple jumper
and a Grammy award-winning world/
jazz percussionist and singer have in
common? They are the same person.
Vincent De'Jon Parrette (shortened to
Vinx) will be performing with the UPS
Percussion Ensemble on Sunday, April
30 at 7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall. The
concert promises to finish off Spring
Weekend with a thundering crescendo.
The concert with the UPS Percussion
Ensemble will feature the world premiere
of "Contra Bach Blues," a piece composed by Percussion Ensemble member
Elizabeth Ward.
After the 1980 US boycott of the Moscow Olympics and a subsequent injury
before the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics,
Vinx stayed in LA to work with such diverse artists as Herbie Hancock, Miles
Davis, B.B. King, Stevie Wonder, Sheryl
Crow, Sting, Elton John, Me'Shell
NdegeOcello, Manhattan Transfer, and
Dave Matthews Band.
Vinx is probably best known in two
respects. First, he served as the opening
act/percussion and background vocalist
for Sting's world tour in 1990-91. He also
performed at Carnegie Hall with Sting
the same year.
Second, and more recently, he is part
of a group called Jungle Funk with Doug
Wimbush and Will Calhoun, both of the
group Living Colour. Jungle Funk is described by the Jazz Times as having
"looped sounds combining effortlessly

with improvised grooves... [leaving]
more than a few folks in their rearview mirrors."
Vinx describes his goals in music
making as sharing his emotions with
his audience: "As long as I can tell
you how I feel and make you feel
something inspired my experience,
then I've done my job," he explained
in an interview with The Boston
Globe Magazine.
Those emotions can be strong ones,
as Vinx suffered two sizable tragedies
in his life. As one of a handful of black
families in Kansas City growing up,
his family home was set on fire in
1977, along with the homes of the
other black families, and he sustained
severe burns down his back and legs.
"Surviving something like that
gives you a great sense of motivation
to do what you need to do," Vinx
commented.
In 1989, Vinx's father, his main
Vinx's sensitive performances
source of inspiration, was mugged
draw audiences in, and his
and murdered in Detroit while visitunique blend of jazz and world
ing his grandmother.
music
helps to keep them there.
"The one thing that gave me the
most joy in life was to go out on stage
and sing, and it was the one thing that "No matter what's thrown at me, I have
reminded me most of my father," Vinx to use it in some kind of positive way.
explained. He wrote a song, "Letter to That's what champions do; they make
the Killer," summarizing the range of things work," he explained.
emotion he has gone through in dealing
On that note, this weekend's concert
with this loss and with the person who promises to be nothing short of inspiradeprived him of his father.
tional. Tickets are $5 general and free
Despite his hardships, Vinx is deter- for students with UPS ID, available at
mined to incorporate those lessons and the Info Center and through all
carry on with both his music and his life:
Ticketmaster outlets.

"Better Red than Dead"

s

Satordau , it 29, 2000
5th Armlet P t Pacar, IsragttinSIGas Can Dor
1:30-61:30 a.m.: ktstration/ Check I_n
'1:30 a.m.: kids Fon Ron

and under)

10:00 a.m.: 5k Walk
10:30 a.rn.: 5k on
11:15 a.m.: Awards and Prises, baker Stadium
Entr Fees: $Ia on the dat\ oC the event,
$10 eat restralon,
SS Cor teams

4 10 or more.

Followittha Ptat Paces:
1200 p.m.: Monster- Trock racing Tones Circle
12:30 3:00 p.m.: All Campos/Cornmonitu\
-

—

5arbecoe, Todd Field, Ceatorinc inclatafe
sumo soits and campus bands, Cree

2:30 p.m.: Campos Toococ—war versos the
Tacoma Fire 1>epament, Todd Field

7:00 p.m.: t-ip Snch Contest, Fieldhoose
Emceed bt\ the Rea Elvises
At tha c.onction oc tha Lip Snc.h:
Red Elvises in concert, Fieldhoose, Cree
11:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m.: Midn'3ht SreakCast,
-

Wheelock Stodent Center, Cree

ELECTRONIC FIEST A

hanging around

EM) OF SEMESTER BASH
03.MAY.2000 10PM to 3AM —

BASEMENT OF KILWORTH CHAPEL
NON PERISHABLE FOOD DONATIONS PLEASE

Tacoma
f or Summer Break?

4.

Spring Weekend 2000:

PIZZA

Make the smart choice and
head to TCC for bachelor's
degree courses in math, science, English,
foreign languages, study skills and more.

Campus Films
Presents:
JIM CARREY

CELLAR

MAN ON THE MOON

Check out:
So

)0. day and evening courses in 4-week and
8-week sessions
high-quality instruction with low tuition
small classes taught by skilled instructors
›- classes at main campus, downtown, and
Gig Harbor

411

1
44
41
441

Summer classes begin June 26

Q: Bored? Want a new
place to do your
homework? Want
cheap food that's
good? Want to watch
your favorite show on
a huge TV?
Where do you go?
A:

TAGMA,
NIMUNfly
( 11-EGE

THE CELLAR
Go. WATCH. EAT. BE MERRY.

(253) 566-5001

http://www.tacoma.ctc.edu

OPEN THROUGH APRIL 50,

CALL FOR HOURS

my name is Andy
and Pins is
my video:"

Friday & Saturday 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 6:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
vxsrr CAMPUS FILMS AT:
WWW.ASUPS.UPS.EDU/EVENTS/FILMS
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AS TN* :MONTHS TIURN. INTO WIEFICS AND THE WEEKS
inapt INT01)4113.; - :*YrIZIONIE IS •GETTING IZEMDIC FOR
SCHOOLTO 0.11> ANt' STUSSER TO S*GIN.: Tilt SOWER
WONT14$ PROVE TO Sr THE :MOST .14ZOF11141Bitar FOR
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MUSIC
RELEASES

Ur1FORTUr1ATELY new music RELEASES ARE GErlERALLY noT REPORTED
MORE THArl one OR TWO MOr1THS EARLY. BY MID-MAY THE FoLLowina

The Gorge Ampitheatre, located in George, Wash. hosts most o
large summer concerts in the Seattle area. Above shows the Gor
year's Lilith Fair. This summer as well, the Gorge will fill with+
ofpeople for large concerts.

new ALBUMS WILL HAVE HIT THE SHELVES.

MAY 2
Mighty Mighty Bosstones

MAY 9

•
•
•

Jeff Buckley

♦

Mandy Moore

Sleater-Kinney

♦

Jayhawks

All Hands on the Bad One

•
•
•

Smile

Pay Attention
Ween
White Pepper
Primal Scream
XTRMNIR

Various Artists (including Fatboy Slim)
Essential Selection, Vol.!

Hanson

,

This Time Around
Mystery White Boy

FILMS FROM

Billy Joel
The Millennium Concert
I Wanna Be With You

HOLLYWOOD

Fusty Trails
Dusty Trails
Various Artists (including Foo Fighters, Tort Amos)
Mission: Impossible 1 Soundtrack

Movie information from the Dark Horizons website (http://
www.darkhorizons.com ). Release dates often fluctuate, The Trail

-

Various Artists

apologizes for any changes that may occur.

(including Blink 18Z, Reel Big Fish/
-

f rom experimental filmmaker Muke
r uggus ( "The Loss of Sexual Innocence,"
"Leavung Las Vegas") conies "furnecoJe
2000", a story about a Hollqwoo4.
production company the film divides

Heal the Bay

Pevo
Pioneers Who Cot Scalped (The Anthology)

Looper
2:

The Geometrid
George Clinton
Greatest Hits

the screen unto four sections, each
showing parts of the action. It was shot
un one day and most of the acting was
done by improvisation.

The riot- grrrl 01qmpua trio release the thirteen- track followup album to The Hot Hock with less than fourteen months between
recordings. 5leater- Kenney us the most prominent band on the
01qmpua- based Kull Pock Stars record label, a label known for
punk- rock and riot- grrrl ( angry female punk rock) artists. fo
celebrate the release. a concert us being held Aral 29 at the
Metropolis un 01qmpua.

"Sh

JUNE 2

MAY 16
♦
♦
♦

Carly Simon

Binaural

Slim Crayon

Britney Spears

The Temptations

Oops! I Did It

Ear Resistible
Pef Squad
Presents Erick Onasi
Veruca Salt
Resolver

Phish
Farmhouse

♦

Juliana Hatfield
Beautiful Creature

♦

5

Pearl Jam

5ive
Invincible

Willem

"Sha

"Big Momma's House"

Samue
Leguiz

Martin Lawrence, Nia Long, Paul Giamatti

"Titan

"Head Over Heels"

Matt
Bill PC.

Freddie Prinze Jr., Monica Potter, China Chow

"Shanghi Noon"
Jackie Chan, Vince Vaughn, Steve Buscemi,
Owen Wilson

JUNE 9
9

Although the departure of-co-foundling member.Nuna Gordon
LA 1998 seemed to mean the end for Veruca Salt, Louise
font ( the other co-founder) has worked to create a new
album featuruig fourteen songs ( though thirty were recorded)
Brian Leusegang, who also produced albums for filter and
Nine Inch Hark, produced the new album. likely giving a a
harder sound than prior releases.

"Cherry Falls"
Jay Mohr, Michael Beign, Brittany

Murphy, Candy Clark, Keram
Malcki-Sanchez, DJ Qualls

"Gone in Sixty Seconds"
Nicolas Cage, Robert Duvall,
Angelina Jolie, Giovanni Ribisi

Gone un Sixty
Seconds follows
the stork of a group
of car Hackers
who must steal 100
cars un one night un
order to save the
brother of one of
the hijacker 5.
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Third Eye Blind
Date: May 9
Tickets: $25

Styx and REO Speedwagon
Date: May 13
Tickets: $37.55 to $58.55

Blink 182
Date: June 16
Tickets: $19.99

Smashing Pumpkins
Date: May 25
Tickets: $28.50

Red Hot Chilli Peppers
and Foo Fighters
Date: May 27
Tickets: $32.85 to $43.55

Bob Dylan
and Phil Lesh
Date: June 17 and 18
Tickets: $37.05

Kiss
Date: May 28
Tickets: unknown

Dave Matthews Band
Date: July 4, 5 and 6
Tickets: $38.60 to $50.95

Steely Dan
Date: June 3
Tickets: $35.00 to $78.75

Britney Spears
Date: July 11
Tickets: $37.55 to $48.05

Nine Inch Nails
Date: June 9
Tickets: $48.05

Contact TicketMaster to
purchase tickets for these shows.

Ray Charles
Date: May 30
Tickets: $24.00 to $44.00
311
Date: May 30
Tickets: unknown

T

Contact TicketMaster to
purchase tickets for these shows.

S

last

is

MAY 5

APRIL 28

MAY 12

Vor additional
information on
Small-scale
summer music,
be sure to see

Astt's SUMMGIE
SPecia,
Pitai(ieW
page 4.

on

MAY 24

MAY 19

Wain of Fools"

"Gladiator"

"Battlefield: Earth"

"Dinosaur"

"Mission: Impossible - 2"

ve Zahn, Salma Hayek, Jeff Goldbloom, Elijah
od

Russell Crowe, Joaquin
Phoenix, Djimon Hounsou

John Travolta, Forest
Whitaker

Julianna Marguiles, Alfre
Woodard, Keifer Sutherland

equency"

"I Dreamed of Africa"

"Sugar & Spice"

"The Crow: Salvation"

Tom Cruise, Thandle Newton,
Dougray Scott, Ving Rhames,
Anthon Hopkins

Kim Basinger, Vincent Perez,
Eva Marie Saint

Rachel Blanchard, James
Marsden, Sean Young

Eric Mabuis, Kristen Dunst,
Fred Ward

nnis Quaid, Jim Zavaziel

ossip"
e Hudson, James Marsden, Joshua Jackson,
n Lawrence

intstones in Viva Rock Vegas"
rk Addy, Kristen Johnson, Stephen Baldwin,
n Collins

here the Heart Is"
talie Portman, Ashley Judd, Stockard Channing

imecode 2000"
';ob Burrows, Salma Hayek, Stellan Skarsgard,
Ily Hunter, Kyle McLachlan, Leslie Mann, Steven
ber, Jeanna Tripplehorn

,lithe Vampire"
)e, John Malkovich

urns"
ackson, John

JUNE 30

Jason Alexander, Rene Russo,
Robert DiNiro

itDrew Barrymore,

Mel Gibson, Heath Ledger, Jason
Isaacs

"The Perfect Storm"
George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg,
Michael Ironside

JULY 28

JULY 21

JULY 7

"The Adventures of Rocky &
Bullwinkle"

"The Patriot"
If

In the third "The Crow" movie, a young man is sentenced
to death by electrocution. After he dies, he returns as
The Crow to get revenge on the criminals who wrongfully
got, him lolled.

"Happy Campers"

"Loser"

"Bounce"

Brad Renfro, Dominique Swain,
Peter Stormare

Jason Biggs, Mena Suvari, Greg Kinnear

JULY 14
"X-Men"
Patrick Stewart, Ian
McKellan, Hugh
Jackman, Anna Paquin

"Pokemon The Movie: 2000"

Ben Affleck, Gwyneth Paltrow,
Natasha Henstridge

Veronica Taylor, Ikue Ootani, Rachel Lillis

"Hollow Man"

"What Lies Beneath"

Kevin Bacon, Elisabeth Shue, Josh
Brolin

Harrison Ford, Michelle Pfieffer

"Nutty II: The Klumps"
Eddie Murphy, Janet Jackson

AUGUST 4
"Coyote Ugly"

JUNE 23
"Chicken Run"
Mel Gibson, Julia Sawalha,
Miranda Richardson

"My, Myself & Irene"
Jim Carrey, Renee Zellweger

'aced on the popular Marvel comic
books, the X- Men movie follows a
group of human mutants with surer
powers who meet, and train newcomer
Wolverine to Join their fight against
Magneto, a mutant who wants to take
over the world.

x0.4 Armunp EPOZ J o4saunoa mo ntil
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Photoco urtesyof P aramount Pi ctures

asecl on the 19605 action/
thriller television show, "Monsoon:
Impossible'", this summer sees the
release of the sequel to the
1996 televi,si,on- to- movie
blockbuster. In "M:1- 2," Ethan
Hunt ( Tom Craze) must save the
world from two stolen viruses.

Piper Perabo, Maria Bello

"Navy Diver"
Cuba Gooding, Jr., Robert DiNiro,
Charlize Theron

"Space Cowboys"
Clint Eastwood, Tommy Lee
Jones, James Garner, Donald
Sutherland

•
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Loggers go 2-1 in final homestand
Team strives for NCAA Regional Tournament berth
Golfers show promise at
Puget Sound Invitational
Both the UPS men's and women's golf teams participated in the Ery Marlow Jr. Collegiate Golf Tournament,
co-hosted by UPS and PLU, on Thursday and Friday,
April 20 and 21, in preparation for the upcoming Northwest Conference Championships. The NWC Women's
Championships Tournament will be held on April 28 and
29 in Redmond, Ore., and the men's will follow on May
1 and 2 in Blue River, Ore.
The women's Puget Sound Invitational was held at
Whispering Firs Golf Course, a 5,818 yard, par 73 course.
The Loggers did not have enough participants to compile a team score, but the three who did compete were
led by freshman Megan Eggers, who shot 103 on Thursday and 99 on Saturday for a total score of 202. Also
participating were sophomore Tyler Bruno (98-107-205)
and freshman Jerlyn Nicholson (103-99-209). The
Linfield College Wildcats took the team title by an intimidating 42 strokes, shooting 368 and 342 for a total
score of 709. The Wildcats' Emily Hungenburg was the
individual medalist, at 87-83-170.
The men's side of the tournament took place at Fircrest
Golf Course, a 6,440 yard, par 71 course. The Logger
men finished with a score of 317-316-633, good enough
for third place as a team behind Pacific Lutheran University (308-306-614). Sophomore Travis Allen led the
way for the Loggers, shooting 77-77-154, followed by
junior Andy Bruno (76-79-155), sophomore Jake
Werbeck (80-82-162), freshman Ian McFarland (85-79164), freshman Joe Sherwood (84-81-165), and junior
Jeff Grayson (84-91-175). The individual medalist was
Whitman's Andy Heyd, who shot 73-76-149.

Community pays respects
to Logger legend Perdue
Members of the UPS athletic community turned out to
Kilworth Chapel on the afternoon of Monday, April 24 to
pay tribute to the life of one of their most treasured personalities. 90 year-old Paul Perdue, an avid Logger athletics supporter for many years, passed away on April 15.
Perdue and his wife, Helen, could often be found at
Logger football, men's. and women's basketball, softball,
and baseball games. Perdue was a UPS alumnus and member of the Sigma Chi fraternity who, at 5'6" and 140
pounds, played both baseball and football for the university and was the winning pitcher in the 1931 UPS-PLU
game. He spent some time on the faculty of the UPS School
of Business and Economics, where he also served as an
advisor to ASUPS.
Paul and Helen were both named Distinguished Alumnae in 1986, and in 1992 the athletics department established the Paul and Helen Perdue Community Service
Awards, given annually to the male and female athletes
who show a dedication to community service, in their
honor. Perdue was an active member of the Tacoma community all his life, and will be fondly remembered by many.

COULD YOU FILL THIS SPACE?
Apply now for the position of

Pole 431-078/#61 nin/f/MIR
and get training for the
2000-01 school year.
Interested on getting great hands-on business experience?
*Don't want to travel off campus to make good money?

For more information contact Bill at
wparker@ups.edu or x3197

a

SOFTBALL

J. LILJE
Staff Writer
NATHAN

The University of Puget Sound softball team continued their bid for a spot
at the NCAA regional tournament by taking two out of three games from Lewis
& Clark College at home last week. The
first game was on Thursday, April 20.
Ace pitcher Kassia Vote gave up four
Immomm_ hits, no walks and
no runs over five
2000 SOFTBALL
innings before the
STANDINGS
8-run rule came
26-12 (OvERALL)
into play for a Log13-4 (NWC)
ger win. Senior
center fielder Lexi
Ashcraft was 2-for-3 with two runs
scored and two batted in. Allaire Maki
was 2-for-4 with one run and one RBI.
The two teams matched up for a
double-header on Friday, April 21. In the
first game, the Loggers gained an early
3-0 lead in the bottom of the first inning
thanks to a bases loaded double by
Ashcraft. A Lewis & Clark homerun in
the top of the fourth made it 3-1, but the
Loggers ran away with the game in the
bottom of the fifth inning. Senior Misty
Cole hit a two-run single, followed by
an RBI single by Maki and another twoRBI single by Senior Erin Peterson, to
make the score 8-1. Lewis & Clark
scored a run in the top of the sixth, but
then walked in two Loggers to give Puget
Sound the eight-run victory, 10-2. Vote
again picked up the win, giving up only
two hits and striking out four.
Game two didn't go as well for the
Loggers. Lewis & Clark scored an early
eight runs, but the home team battled
back to get within one by the seventh
inning. The Loggers got the tying run to
third in the bottom of the seventh, but
could not score and lost 8-7.

9

Logger 1B Marie Potter watches the pitch and gets ready for
action in an earlier softball game against Pacific University.
The three games give the team a 2612 record overall and a 13-4 record in
the Northwest Conference. The Loggers
are half a game behind second place
Willamette College and one and a half
games back from first-place Pacific
Lutheran University. After playing a
game against PLU on Wednesday, the
Loggers will head for Salem, Ore. this
weekend to play two doubleheaders
against Willamette. The games are at
2:00 p.m. on Saturday, April 29, and

11:00 a.m. on Sunday, April 30.
The series against Willamette will be
the last of the regular season for the Loggers, and will most likely determine
whether or not the team advances to the
NCAA Division III West Regional tournament. Puget Sound was second in the
Northwest Regionals last year, when they
were playing in the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics. They lost to
Simon Fraiser, who went on to become
the NAIA Champions.

Lacrosse rolls over Linfield
UPS' Susanne
Olsen dishes the
ball in a home
game played on
Saturday, April
22. The Loggers
had no trouble
defeating the club
team from
Linfield College,
earning a 12-2
win. Sophomore
Jina Kim and
freshman Jen
Johnson led the
way with three
goals apiece.
Jayme Takahashi
added two scores
in the lopsided
Logger victory.
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NBA no longer Loggers' seasons end at tourneys
about basketball

ings, overpowered UPS yet again, earning a 6-1 victory. Only Andrew Petersen could earn a win for
BILL PARKER
UPS, coming from behind in the fourth singles spot
Sports Editor
for a 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 win. Whitman would go on to
narrowly claim the championship from Pacific
The men's and women's tennis teams both had Lutheran University, 4-3, on Saturday.
the chance to wrap up successful seasons with an
The loss put the Loggers
impressive showing at their respective Northwest
into a contest with Willamette
MEN'S FINAL
Conference Tournaments on Friday and Saturday, University over third place on
STANDINGS
April 21 and 22. Four Loggers earned individual Saturday. UPS fought hard, but
awards and honors, but both teams settled for fell to the Bearcats by a 4-3
1 1-4 (OVERALL)
middle-of-the-pack finishes in count. Paul Kelley and Bjom
6-4 (NWC)
the tournaments.
WOMEN'S FINAL
Erickson came up with singles
The Logger men were try- wins for the Loggers, who claimed fourth place in
STANDINGS
ing to make the most of their the tournament.
8-6 (OVERALL)
home court advantage, with
The Loggers ended their season with an 11-4
6-6 (NWC)
their tournament being held at overall record, 6-4 in the NWC. They have a young
the Fieldhouse Tennis Pavil- team with a strong group of players who will return
ion. Everyone on the team came ready to play for for the 2001 season, including sophomores Andrew
the first match on Friday, and they jumped all over
Loveless and Rob Weingeist, both of whom earned
Linfield College in a 7-0 rout, earning them a semi- First Team All-Conference honors and were among
final match-up with Whitman College.
the only non-seniors named to the 10-man squad.
The Missionaries, conference favorites who had
The UPS women had to travel to McMinnville,
defeated the Loggers 6-1 and 7-0 in previous meetOre. for their NWC Tournament, held at Linfield
College. They came into the tournament as the fourth seed, but lost a close
first-round match to fifth-seeded Lewis
& Clark College on Friday, 5-4.
This ended their competition until
Saturday, when they faced Pacific University in the fifth place semifinals. The
Loggers had defeated Pacific 7-2 at
home back on April 2, and this time
the pairing was even more lopsided as
UPS cruised to a 9-0 victory. The
women were then paired with
Whitworth College in their final match
of the 2000 season, and they took fifth
place easily, winning 6-3.
Pacific Lutheran University emerged
as the women's conference champion.
The Lutes breezed past Whitworth 8-1
but needed everything they could get
to earn 5-4 victories against both
Whitman and Linfield.
The Loggers were shut out of the
women's All-Conference First Team,
but senior Kirsten Bounds and junior
Melanie Hiramoto were both named to
the Second Team. Bounds was also
named the conference's Tennis Sportsa woman of the Year.
The UPS women ended their season
with a respectable 8-6 overall record,
Paul Kelley serves in a match earlier this year.
6-6 in the NWC.
The Loggers took fourth place in the NWC.
TENNIS

ZACH EHLERT

Staff Writer
So, I was watching the first round of the playoffs last weekend, and I was struck by how much professional basketball
has become driven solely by ratings and consumerism. No
longer, it seems, is the NBA about good competitive basketball, instead, everything's all about promotion. I'm not even
sure what it is
they're promoting anymore. Is
it professional
basketball, or
some ultra hip
lifestyle?
No individual
teams are responsible for this transition—the blame lies with
the NBA as a whole, led by commissioner David Stem.
Before last seasons lockout, which led to the abbreviated
season, the NBA was the king of the sports world and David
Stem was the man responsible. Everything he touched turned
to gold and the league flourished.
But now, interest is falling as other sports pick up where
basketball has left off. NASCAR, for instance, has become
the nationwide craze that the NBA used to be, in part because of aggressive marketing campaigns, but also because
it is a sport that can appeal to all sorts of people from all
walks of life. The fact that they haven't had any work stoppages due to labor disputes doesn't hurt, either.
Back with its first full season since the lockout, Stern and
the rest of the NBA bigwigs are confused and concerned by
slipping ratings. They feel that people should be glad their
product is back and should drop whatever else they might
be doing and pay attention.
They've gone for the quick fix by changing rules this season to promote more scoring and add excitement to the game.
They've gone to upbeat, heartfelt, drama-laden ad campaigns
to try and win back fans and—this is what bothers me the
most—have promoted the NBA as an entire lifestyle. No
longer is professional basketball, the NBA variety at least,
about basketball; it's about wearing the right clothes and
having the right image and being cool.
This Thursday, April 27, the NBA had its first ever fashion show, featuring a collection of NBA and WNBA stars
and hip-hop artists. This fashion show was held in the NBA's
first official store in Times Square, and was broadcast on
the NBA.com web site.
I'm no marketing genius, but what does this have to do
with playing basketball? If anything, it makes me less inclined to care about what's actually going on in the league.
And it's the playoffs, too. This is when I actually care the
most about what's happening, but everything basketball related is getting lost in
LAST ARTICLE BY the NBA attempt to reassert its domination as
GRADUATING
the top sports league in the
* SENIOR
country.
What they've done with the first round of the playoffs
also detracts from the game itself. Again, in an attempt to
heighten slumping ratings, games in this year's best-of-five
first round match ups have been scheduled over a period of
two weeks so that every game can be seen on TV. I think it's
super that they want everyone to be able to see every single
game, but what about the teams involved?
Teams have up to four days off between games. While
this might be nice for some of the aging veterans, it sucks
for everyone else. Players have no ability to stay focused on
their series with so much time between games. This doesn't
help the fan, either. How am I supposed to follow the series
if I can't remember what happened in the last game, because it happened last week?
If the league really wants people to be interested in their
product again, then they should go back to what got them on
top in the fist place—lots of exciting, high-quality basketball. Forget about all the hype and overpromotion and endless explanation of every intricacy of very game, and let us
see some basketball.

CNC

CONTAINERS

LUGGER
LINE Pr
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Track and Field
April 28
WWU Twilight
Meet
@ Bellingham
5:00 p.m.
May 5-6
NWC
Championships
@ Newberg,
Ore.
11:00 a.m.

Baseball
April 29

Linfield College
(DH)
@ HOME
1:00 p.m.
April 30
Linfield College
@ HOME
12:00 p.m.
May 3
University of
British Columbia
@ HOME
3:00 p.m.
May 12
Willamette
University (DH)
@ Salem, Ore.
3:00 p.m.
May 13
Willamette
University (DH)
@ Salem, Ore.
12:00 p.m.

Softball
April 29
Willamette
University (DH)
@ Salem, Ore.
2:00 p.m.

CORPORATION

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE!
Work hard - play hard!

CNC Containers Corporation, the dominant
west-coast supplier of plastic beverage bottles, is now hiring for temporary Summer
Production positions for our plant in
Olympia, Washington!
Shifts are 12 hours long, 36 hours one week
and 48 hours the next (8 hours of overtime
on every paycheck!). Plus, you get 3 and 4
days off in a row so you'll still have plenty
of time to enjoy your Summer!
Training is provided; prior manufacturing
experience is helpful but not required.

GET A PIECE OF A .COM COMPANY
Call

15? fozDay `s,

Apply today at 3025 32nd Ave. SW,
Olympia, WA 98512; or fax to 360-9432587. CNC is a Drug-free
workplace. EOE.

April 30
Willamette
University (DH)
@ Salem, Ore.
11:00 a.m.

Women's Golf
April 28-29
NWC
Championships
@ Redmond, Ore.
TBA

Men's Golf
May 1-2
NWC
Championships
@ Blue River, Ore.
TBA
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The Trail

LETTERS To
THE EDITOR

X/Vliat Was the
best part of the
year, in
retrospect?

Nutrition available in SUB, alcohol effects pervasive
Dear Editor,
I am a frequent patron of Dining and
Conference Services and have a personal interest in nutrition. Over the last
two years, I've observed a wide variety of student eating habits, stretching
from the people who make a meal out
of pizza, fries and a large soda to the
opposite meal extreme consisting of a
lettuce salad and water. I've also observed the reactions to the foods offered and have to disagree with the
popular comment, "There's nothing to
eat in the SUB." On the contrary, there
are many choices available, many of
them very healthy, every day. But these
foods aren't put together on a plate for
students, as Mom would have done.
Healthy eating requires active pursuit
of a balance of the five food groups
(grains, fruits, vegetables, protein and
dairy) and this is easier said than done.
Eating in any sort of pattern for an
extended period of time requires creativity. A variety of foods and balanced
nutrition are easily compromised for
a quick meal, or a "safe" meal. Creativity is best supported by visiting all
of the different areas of the SUB, instead of just the grill, for example. It's
too easy to miss some of the great meal
options if one decides what he or she
will eat before even entering the SUB.
Also, besides just visiting all the areas, one has to try new things (yes,
they may be scary the first time!). Eating adventurously is the key to avoiding boredom.
Nutrition must be considered in the
pursuit of an innovative meal, and the
facts are in favor of eating well. Especially during finals week, when schedules are altered, stress can be high and
eating right is not often a priority. But
what one eats is a major factor in how
one feels. Sleeping patterns are disrupted if caffeine intake is too high,
fatigue is common for people who skip
breakfast, and weight gain or loss can
result from a neglected eating pattern.
The point is that students need to start
being responsible for their health,
starting with the task of eating right. I
say "task" because it implies personal
effort, which is an essential element
of eating healthy.
For those students who have trouble
choosing a balanced meal, professional advise would be beneficial.
There should be a dietitian available
on campus for nutritional consultation.
For the more independent consumers,
there should be nutritional information
available for all the foods served in the

SUB. Currently, neither of these resources are available to students, so
Counseling, Health and Wellness Services (CHWS) and Dining Conference
Services will be supporting planned, nutritionally balanced meals, designed for
students who are interested in eating
healthily, but may not have the time to
think about it or are unsure how to approach the task. On May 1, these meal
suggestions will be posted for students
and I highly encourage those students to
branch out from the pattern they're in,
and benefit from a creative, balanced,
and nutritional meal.
Sincerely,
Julie Kamerrer

Dear Editor,
In the March 2 issue of The Trail, Nick
Brandt wrote an article commenting on
the validity of statistics appearing in a
Seattle Times article on the issue of college student drinking written by President Pierce. Mr. Brandt takes issue with
several assertions made in the Seattle
Times article, and seems to write with the
intention of convincing his reader that
problematic use of alcohol on college
campuses is really not all that problematic after all. While I understand the desire to reach this conclusion, I feel that
doing so is irresponsible. The most reassuring reply to reports indicating a problem is to say that the report is flawed and
the problem doesn't really exist, but this
approach merely diverts one's thoughts
from facts which are not without validity.
Having had the opportunity to do some
research on the topic of college drinking
myself, I find that some of the conclusions Mr. Brandt reaches in his article
have less basis in fact than most of us
would prefer to believe. While alcohol
consumption has long been and will continue to be a part of college, there are
some alarming trends which are starting
to emerge on America's campuses. A
study released March 15 by the Harvard
School of Public Health indicates that
although the number of people engaging in "binge drinking" behavior—a research term used to indicate five or more
drinks in a sitting for a man, or four for a
woman—remained the same as in 1993,
the frequency of this type of drinking increased for these people. In this sense,
Mr. Brandt is correct in saying that college drinking is not a new issue. However, the increasing volume of alcohol
being consumed by those who do drink

reduce. oc,
%<9 reuse.

recycle.

The Twins munTea on Recycled newspapex. Do youlz parr and
xecyle youR newspapeR Too!

is a statistic worthy of some concern.
Alcohol has effects both long-term
and immediate in scope: and refusal
to acknowledge these problems can
only serve to perpetuate them. The
CORE Institute recently reported that
43 percent of all reports of violence
or harassment on the nation's campuses were a result of alcohol consumption. To consider ourselves immune to this type of statistic simply
because we attend an expensive and
somewhat exclusive school is equally
as preposterous as to say that there is
no such thing as underage drinking
on this campus.
Can we forget that a little over two
weeks ago two people were sent to
the hospital from this campus because
of an alcohol-related assault? Yet perhaps the most frightening consequences are those which don't make
headlines. These actions are frightening because they are so common that
they no longer elicit any surprise. I'm
not talking about missing a morning
class because of a hangover, or saying something you otherwise
wouldn't after a couple of drinks.
Rather, I've noticed an alarming
laissez-faire attitude towards things
like people driving after they have
been drinking. Most of the time, nothing happens, but that's not to say that
it can't or won't happen.
Alcohol has a place on a college
campus. The vast majority of students
who drink do so responsibly and maturely. At the same time, it is important to remember that there is the potential for a problem, even on our
campus. It is very easy for a student
to develop a feeling of invincibility,
as the nature of college distances us
in many ways from the "real world."
While we might like to say that the
issue does not exist here at UPS, that
type of thinking only dodges the issue. We are not immune to the problems faced by LSU, MIT, or the University of Washington simply because
we have a smaller student body, or
higher tuition. It is important that we
also recognize the potential problems
misuse of alcohol can cause and take
steps to solve them before they occur. But merely saying, "there is no
problem," can only make it more dangerous.
Sincerely,
David Odell
The Trail would like to thank all
contributors of letters to the editor this past
year. We appreciate your time and effort, and
hope that you continue to comment on our
publication. Thanks for letting us know what
you think!

CORRECTIONS
In the April 20 issue of The Trail, the
softball player in the photo on page 10 was
Misty Cole, not Lexi Ashcraft. We
apologize for any inconvenience this may
have caused. Thank you.

I think we've made a lot of
‘,;leaps and bounds as far as promoting individuality and encouraging students to believe in
themselves."
—Katie Harman—

B foo ."

—Rachel Ratner—

"The new academic building
is awesome, and I'm looking
forward to summer."
—Annamarie Ausnes,
ASUPS Administrative
Assistant—

"Eating lots of food and
watching Simpsons
was sweet."
—Molly Schaub—

"Being a passive observer to
the bomb threats."
—Brian Cook—

"Little insignificant things in
' school aren't really important
in respect to the rest of your
life. Friends are More important than homework."

1

Photo Poll by Doug Herstad
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Finals unfair restriction of end-of-year bonding
KIRSTEN SCHLEWITZ

Staff Writer
For the past semester,
I've woken up at eight
for four days a week.
I've sat in Spanish and
reported on my previous day's activities and
listened to those of my
classmates with a frightening regularity. My English class gets into
groups, discusses the reading and writes about
it every time we meet. And my religion professor only gives pop quizzes when I haven't
done the reading. I've read thousands of pages,
written more words than I care to remember,
and gone to extra credit lectures, but do I get a

break? Of course not. So here's my proposal:
NO FINALS.
Is there anyone out there who disagrees?
Sorry, professors, you don't count. Of course
you want to give us a final. You want us to
form study groups to remember trivial facts
that we swear we've never learned. You enjoy seeing every table at the library filled with
students frantically catching up on the past two
months' reading. You're fooling no one. We
can hear those under-your-breath chuckles you
emit when passing out the dreaded blue books.
As for all you students, I'm sure you agree
with me. Let's do the math—most of us spend
at least fourteen hours per week in class. I'm
sure there are many out there spending eighteen or more hours per week in class. But with
my light load, I estimate I've spent two hun-

dred and twenty-four hours in class over the schools. Circumstances could prevent us from
semester. And teachers believe you are to have returning to UPS. If we were released from
two hours of homework for every class hour,
finals taking, we could have the rest of readso I've spent four hundred and forty-eight
ing week to bond with our closest friends. We
hours on homework. That's nearly seven hun- could use this stress-free period to relax bedred hours of school.
fore delving into our inevitably hectic sumI believe we have earned a respite from
mer responsibilities.
work. In addition to studying, we're involved
So please, professors, have a heart. You have
in sports, in school clubs, music, drama, comsqueezed every last drop of knowledge out of
munity service, and have jobs. And people us through past tests and essays. Making us
wonder why we frequent the coffee shop, have
go back and dredge up long forgotten bits of
dark circles under our eyes and sleep through
information puts us in panic mode, causes
our alarm clocks. It's possible that we could sleep deprivation and denies us the opportufind time to sleep if we disregarded extracur- nities to make the best of our final days at UPS.
ricular activities and discarded friendships. But Besides, wouldn't you rather get an early start
what good would life be then?
on a trip to the beach than spend those few
In two weeks we begin leaving this camsunny Washington days inside, grading papers
pus. Friends could choose to attend other for hours? I thought so.

*- ****************t I
*

Aerobic Kickboxing:
8 classes only $45
Tanning:
• Anything over 2 classes
• M-F 1 la.m.-8p.m.
a week is free
Sat 11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
*• M-Th @ 6:00 p.m.
First Class is FREE
*
*
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Academy of Steve Curran Karate and Proctor Tan

*
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RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

TUITION FINANCING

TRUST SERVICES

*
*
*
*
*

While
TIAA-CREF
(253) 759-4262
******************* invests for the long terrn,
iummer Camp *Ai it's nice to see performance
like this today.
Aerobic Kickboxing • Martial Arts • Weights *
3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

iir
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*

Hidden Valley Camp (Granite Falls, WA) needs resident staff,
(6/17-8/25). Room, board, and salary included. Counselors,
lifeguards, kitchen staff, driver/maintnance positions and
more. Interviews available on campus.

Check out
other account
Performanc e
on the Web

FOR MORE /A/A-0„,

CALL 14251 844-8896
OR E/114/Z iive-w4e/A-AfercO41.cate
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by

NEED A SUMMER JOB?

rim

combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with enhanced indexing. With

CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT.'

36.05°' 22.02% 18.75'
1 YEAR
AS OF 12/31/99

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

5 YEARS
AS OF 12/31/99

two strategies, we have two ways to seek out
performance opportunities—helping to make your
investments work twice as hard.

EXPENSE RATIO

at EXPRESS.
114
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Become an Express associate during our Play Dough promotion
in April and May and you could qualify for these great prizes:
One Dell PC valued at $1,000 (One Winner)
$25 Barnes & Noble Gift Certificates (Ten Winners)
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how TIAA-CREF stands apart

find out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today

from the competition.

and tomorrow.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
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With over $250 billion in
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1.The investment results shown for the CREF variable annuity reflect past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return.These returns and the value of the principal you have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets are subject to additional
risks from changing currency values, interest rates,government regulations, and political and economic conditions. 2. TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not
guaranteed for the future.3.Source: Morningstar, Inc.12/31/99,tracking 279 world stock mutual funds.TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account.Teachers Personal Investofs Services, Inc. distributes the variable component of the personal an nuities,mutual funds and
tuition savings agreernents.T1AA and T1AA-cREF Life Insurance Co. issue insurance and ennuities.TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Invesnnent products are
not FDIC Insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. For more complete information on CREF, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, ext. 5509, for
the prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.0 2000 T1AA-CREF 1/00.
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Courtship rituals thing of past in dating game
JESSY BOWMAN

Opinions Editor
In high school, dating was a mysterious term that signified an older and
more "mature" mentality. You were "together" with someone because you hung
out and agreed on relative mutual exclusiveness. Or you were "seeing"
someone, as if it weren't obvious that it
was the only person you did "see." Then there were the couples
that were "going out' s for long periods of time, yet ironically,
never really went anywhere at all. High school dating consisted of movies, school dances and sports games on Friday
nights. You didn't go out per se—you "hung" out. And we
imagined that someday, when we were older, we'd know what
it was like to really go on a "date"—to really get to know
someone and search for the "right" individual. College—it'll
happen in college, we thought. Not quite.
In college, we are faced with an entirely different scenario.
Now, it's the party scene. And what you say, what you do, and
who you "hang out" with hold all sorts of different interpretations. There are new rules to the game. Though perhaps things
weren't exactly a perfectly smooth system back in high school,
there were aspects of innocence and freshness that made things
all the more bright and exciting. In college, as pseudo-adults,
the courting ritual has all but disappeared from the reportoire.
It's meet, greet and then find somewhere discreet.
There are new terms; there's a new playing field. "Hanging
out" can mean eight different things, depending on the tone of

the answer. Hanging out. Hanging out. Or "we 'hung out' if
you know what I mean." And what, exactly, does "hooking
up" entail? It's as if we're fishermen in an endless game of
catch and release, until we take bait and get "caught" by an
attractive pursuer. But it's still a hook, and we're still going
after worms. And technically, once you're caught, you're out
of the water for good. So what do you win? What lies ahead?
Where's the thrill of the chase?
What has 'happened to the courtship interactions of old? It
was only decades ago that a girl and a boy could meet at a
party, and "date" in every literal sense of the word, until they
were ready for commitment. Dinner, a movie, a conversation—
it really is possible. Today it seems like going to a party and
hanging out with a member of the opposite sex immediately
classifies you into the rut of make-out sessions and Saturdaynight satisfaction. Dinner—Kobe or a microwave burrito. A
movie? Maybe with eight other people in the room. The conversation? "Is your roomate home?" It's ridiculous. Does anyone even try anymore? Or are we all stuck in the status quo of
the eternal quickie and five-day relationship?
The days of handkerchief dropping and hand-kissing, of
secret smiles and fluttering anticipations, of private glances
and anxious, held-out expectations—are they truly gone? You
wait for an hour at a party to see if someone's interested, and
that night is usually the culminating answer. Always, the next
day you are asked "what happened? Did you guys v?" And
you have to answer. If no, then why not? They like you, you
like them—what went wrong? As if a lack of immediate physical activity meant failure in some perverse sense. It's disgusting. And it sets limits and rules upon us that we find ourselves

unable to stray from. We become ruled by them, and force our
innocence and curiosity into a compromising crux of "well,
he'll do, I guess" or "yeah, she's okay" syndromes. Because,
if we don't, what will happen? Nothing, which equals failure.
Which is a completely unfair supposition.
Perhaps not everyone proceeds in this particular manner.
There are those of us who obey their own rules, and who act
upon their own needs and desires and take them for face value.
If only we all followed such a course. However, the aspects of
subtlety and harmless flirtation are not the regulations of most
of our relationships any longer. We are engulfed in the aspects
of the quick-and-easy society. Our prospective relationships
are McDonaldized in the fast-paced and impatient world we
live in. And again, it's unfair to us as young adults, forced into
such prerequisites. So what can we do about it? How might
we react to such oppression on our burgeoning sexuality? We
don't. Because it's not the fast-moving aspects that bother us,
it's the way we are pushed into it.
So, what we can do is resist. The point of temptation is to be
tempted, to resist. It's not a challenge if your parents just give
you the sugar cereals, now is it? And just because we know
that someone might say "what's wrong with you?" when our
desires aren't immediately quenched—if we don't want to do
it, we don't have to.
Though the ancient rituals of courting might be past us; the
simplicity of boy-meets-girl can never really disappear. And if
we are simple in our searching and really try to look for it,
we'll find it right in front of our eyes. Waiting for us to make
rules of our own. Waiting to let us relax, say with a dinner and
a movie perhaps?

Elian victim of US-Cuban grudge
with his mother beManaging Editor
fore he left Cuba.
So the INS declared that he was
With all the
an illegal immipress he's been
getting, we can all
grant on US soil.
Why then did they
rest assured that
no one in this era
not take the actions
deemed appropriwill ever forget
ate for any other ilthe name "Elian
legal alien? What
Gonzalez," and
with good reason. For weeks, the US was it about Elian
government played a cat-and-mouse that demanded spegame with his Miami relatives and the cial attention, that
Cuban government—unfortunately, allowed him to stay
Elian himself was the mouse, and it in Miami without
seemed that everyone possible wanted repercussions for
either himself or
their hands on him. The INS' raid of the
Miami home this weekend was the final the people that Elian Gonzalez is taken by U.S. federal
maneuver in the game, and I would be were harboring the agents from his Miami relatives Saturday.
illegal immigrant?
the first one to say that it's about time
Obviously, the drawn-out court pro- by a continued grudge against the nation.
that step was taken.
ceedings had an impact on the extended Publicly, the US wanted to act like
By arguing that this was an appropriCuba's friend—of course, we are a
duration, but the fact that you are in court
ate move, I am not belittling the complex issues that surrounded the situa- should not exempt you from other ongo- friendly nation. Of course we will return
tion—his mother's apparent desires, the ing laws. Even if the Miami family was your boy. In action, it seemed that the
US government believed this less than it
Miami relatives' obvious care for Elian, to gain custody, there was a definite peand of course the general strain between riod during which the US government wanted to let on. Their grudge should
never have entered the equation—the
said that he must be returned to Cuba and
Cuba and the US. I can't pretend to unboy should have been returned to his
they refused. Should they not face reperderstand all of this, but my concern is in
country as soon as he was declared an
cussions for this disobedience?
the discrepancy between governmental
illegal immigrant.
Since the legal proceedings apparently
vocalization and action.
Before any of you readers conclude
aren't
enough
to
explain
the
nation's
Almost immediately after Elian was
that I am a xenophobe, I will admit that
found as a survivor, INS stated that they seeming indifference, I turn to the USCuban conflict instead. The US' hesi- I myself am an immigrant, without US
did not support his continued habitation
on US ground. While this is a statement tancy can't be seen as friendly concern citizenship. My claim is not that Elian
for Cuba—Elian has practically become shouldn't have been let into the country,
that probably deserves an editorial all to
itself, I have accepted this. I listened to a Cuban idol among the people there, and but that he should not have been made
their government itself the victim of the US' latest public relathe statement and
tions move. If the INS had acted immeLAST ARTICLE BY was not shy in requestwaited for the consediately on their initial statement, Elian
ing
his
return.
GRADUATING
quence. I even agreed
could have been removed from the pubIt
seems
to
me
that
if
with them. After all,
SENIOR
the INS' slow action lic eye weeks ago. As it stands now, there
Elian's father had
is little doubt that six-year old Elian will
never shown that he was unfit for was not motivated by a protection of Cuparenting. The boy wasn't even living ban interests, it could only be motivated ever be the same again.
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Iran could be valuable ally against Iraq
GEOFF ZEIGER
Political Columnist
Although hundreds of
protesters choked the
streets of Miami last
week after the forceful removal of Elian Gonzalez
from the home of his relatives, and many civil liberties groups denounced
the government's actions as using unnecessary
violence, this commentator simply does not care.
He finds many topics more interesting.
For instance, UN sanctions against Iraq, imposed after the invasion of Kuwait in 1990, are
in danger of crumbling along with the fragile
international consensus on constraining Iraq's
development of weapons of mass destruction.
Originally intended to reverse Iraq's occupation
of its tiny neighbor, at the end of the Gulf War
the sanctions were targeted at ending Iraq's
nuclear and chemical weapons programs. Along
with the sanctions came the most intrusive inspection regime ever implemented to seek out
and destroy hidden Iraqi weapons.
Unfortunately, the inspectors are now gone.
They were withdrawn in December 1998, just
before the start of the bombing campaign that
has never quite stopped since. As a result, no
one knows just what is going on in underground
laboratories in Iraq. With no way for inspectors
to return without the cooperation of President
Hussein, the only leverage that remains is the
denial of materials that can be used in building
missiles and weapons of mass destruction.
No one doubts that Iraq is still seeking such
weapons. Earlier this year, the country requested
a shipment of 600 kidney stone diagnostic devices. Medical experts were quick to point out
that the quantity requested was enough to supply all of Iraq for over 200 years; weapons experts observed that the devices contained a part
needed for nuclear weapon triggers. Other examples abound.

-

However, sanctions are
difficult to enforce, especially with other countries growing increasingly uneasy about the
humanitarian cost. Last
year, illegal smuggling of
Iraqi oil reached a new
record of nearly a billion
dollars, mostly through
Iran. The revenue from
smuggling operations has
been used by Iraq to firo
nance the military, ornate
palaces for Saddam, and
almost ceratinly for illicit
weapons development.
There is increasing political pressure in the
United States and Europe Iraqi mothers crowd in front of a poorly stocked
to ease sanctions on a
pharmacy. Lack of medicine is a common complaint
wide range of products,
in order to significantly from children's hospitals in southern Iraq.
against Israel in 1991.
reduce the hardship of the Iraqi people. While
Instead, a tightening of the sanctions regime
it is true that many Iraqis are dying, a partial
would both hamper the Iraqi nuclear program and
lifting of sanctions is the wrong approach.
Countless visitors to Iraq, including many ease the plight of Iraq's civilians. The reason is
humanitarian observers, have concluded that that Iraq can sell oil and buy food through the
Saddam Hussein is deliberately starving his UN, where there is a verification procedure to
ensure that money is actually being spent to propeople in order to generate political pressure
vide for the population's needs. The only way to
against the sanctions regime. Last year, several
be sure that money is flowing through the UN
ships were seized exporting food and baby formula from Iraq while thousands of Iraqi chil- food program is to be sure that it is not flowing
through smugglers.
dren were starving.
This week saw a tremendous breakthrough on
As long as there are restrictions on what
that
front. Iran began enforcing the embargo,
Saddam 'wants, namely weapons, he will use
food as a cynical weapon in a propaganda war seizing Iraqi ships carrying illegal cargoes and
turning them over to the UN. In return, Iran has
against the sanctions. One alternative, lifting
asked for partial compensation for its costs in
all sanctions, would be far worse. Iraq's track
enforcing international law. This seems to be a
record is far from reassuring. Chemical weapreasonable request, and one that should immedions were used against Iranian forces and civilians during the Iran-Iraq war, and several high ately be granted. Iran has evidently made a significant gesture of good faith in accepting interlevel defectors have revealed that only the masnational law over its smuggling profits. We
sive US military presence, and less than subtle
should not turn them away.
threats of nuclear retaliation, prevented their use
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Future quadraphonics

WYSIWYG

What are you
6oin6 to ?)o
on your
summer vacation?
`

"What? Summer? Damn,
I better start working on
those semester projects."
—Sarah FolworthProcrastinator

"I would travel as the
bearded lady in the circus ifit
meant leaving Tacoma."
—Erin Smith—
Stuck here

"I'll be working on all the
Integrity Code cases we'll be
getting, what with every student partying off campus all
summer.
—Susan R. Pierce—
UPS President

DOUG HERSTAD

"Drink!"

Robot
One may never know the joy of sound and music until they hear quadraphonics. Imagine music that will surround you like sound should. You can
be in a room saturated with sound. Quadraphonic sound has enhanced the
current era. It is sound that comes from four speakers instead of just two.
Instead of being in a room listening to sound from a boring two speakers
forming a line, you can be immersed in four speakers forming a plane. You
need this technology. It is
much better than the modern
Dolby surround sound. It is all
the way from the 1970s when
people could fly. It will make
everything much better for
you and you will never be sad
ever again. Just remember,

—Ryan Mello21

"I don't have a summer
vacation. I live in the real
world."
—Dave Bowe—
Bitter

quadraphonics are essential
to the future.
"Smoke a fat splif."

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK and, as such, has been physically set apart
from the rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of
Puget Sound.

—Elie WasserGroove smoker

